
Hello 
 
I wish for my submission to Treasury to be included in the review of the MIS regulatory framework. 
 
Background 
For the past 25 years I have worked in financial services with much of this �me spent with 
involvement in retail MIS and wholesale MIS issuance, distribu�on and oversight.  
 
In the last 10 years I have been a part owner of a wholesale AFS license, and I am currently a 
responsible manager (RM) on two wholesale AFS licenses. My experience in the last 10 years has 
been limited to wholesale MIS issuance and oversight and I have therefore limited my responses to 
sec�on 1.5 ques�ons for considera�on.  
 
In my role I have sought and received advice across other jurisdic�ons and have been involved in the 
Singaporean market via the issuance of a bond product that meets the Singaporean bond dealing 
exemp�on which allows for marke�ng the bond to Accredited Investors. I have provided comments 
based on experience with this jurisdic�on.  
 
Question 1 – Should the financial threshold for the product value test be increased? If so, increased to 
what value and why? 
I do not believe the product value test is suitable for the Australian market and to enable an investor 
to be considered a wholesale client. Investors that meet this test may not have the financial literacy 
to understand complex products. If an investor has $500,000 the product value test requires the 
investor to invest all these funds into a single product offer. It concentrates their risk and removes 
diversifica�on ability. It could be all the funds they have and is open to malicious intent by product 
offerors. It would be beter replaced by a financial assets test of A$1,000,000 (excluding the primary 
residence from the test) as a means of mee�ng wholesale criteria. If the client meets this test they 
can then invest as a wholesale investor and across mul�ple products at lower investment amounts 
at their discre�on. Singapore operates a simple financial assets test. 
 
Question 2 – Should the financial thresholds for the net assets and/or gross income in the individual 
wealth test be increased? If so, increased to what value and why? 
Incomes in Australia have not increased at any significant rate. A$250,000 for the past two years is 
s�ll a very significant income and generally earnt in industries where the recipient has a degree of 
skill or knowledge that can be applied to assessing financial products for wholesale clients. The 
assets test is where clients have met wholesale criteria in the last 5 years in my view and is 
predominately a func�on of rising house prices. Pu�ng a cap on the primary residence (wherever 
located) to A$1m would treat all investors equally and significantly reduce the number of persons 
qualifying as wholesale. If a restric�on such as this was imposed the net assets test could stay at 
A$2.5m. 
 
Question 3 – Should certain assets be excluded when determining an individual’s net assets for the 
purposes of the individual wealth test? If so, which assets and why? 
As per my comment above restric�ng the value of the primary residence to A$1m would be a 
significant change and easy to be administered by an accountant in assessing and treat all 
homeowners equally. With such variance in house prices across Australia any proposal to increase 
the net assets test simply favours homeowners in wealthy suburbs in Sydney and Melbourne 
unfairly. Owning a house in a wealthy suburb does not necessarily correspond with financial literacy 
to understand and assess the risk of a wholesale product.  
 



Question 4 – If consent requirements were to be introduced: (a) How could these be designed to 
ensure investors understand the consequences of being considered a wholesale client?  
In my experience issuers of wholesale product, done professionally and with the use of legal advice, 
already include warran�es in their applica�on forms of this nature. I would view them as protec�on 
for the issuer and not necessarily the wholesale investor. They can rely on these in a legal 
proceeding if required. In most instances wholesale investors, by this point, have made an 
investment decision and consents aren’t going to stop them inves�ng. It will provide more work for 
the legal profession but not improve protec�ons for wholesale investors in my view. 
(b) Should the same consent requirements be introduced for each wholesale client test (or revised in 
the case of the sophisticated investor test) in Chapter 7 of the Corporations Act? If not, why not? 
As per my comment above. I do see investors mee�ng the wholesale criteria based on the 
sophis�cated investor test as a very different segment. The assessment is very much a ‘grey’ area. In 
my capacity as an RM, I am not comfortable with this assessment. Whilst its use is very restricted on 
the AFS Licenses I am involved in; the current consents that are provided to clients are very clear. It 
does not stop a client from inves�ng in my experience.  
 
General Comments for Considera�on 
 
I feel the sophis�cated investor test is an area open for manipula�on by wholesale issuers. It should 
represent a very small percentage of a wholesale client investor base in my opinion. Based on 
experience less than 5% of the client base. As a gatekeeper role an AFSL auditor could be assessing 
the number of sophis�cated clients assessed and accepted by a licensee each year to determine the 
suitability of the assessment which would provide greater focus on this area and ensure a check of 
the licensee is carried out at least annually. I am yet to be asked a ques�on about sophis�cated 
investor assessment, or to review the assessment, by an auditor.  
 
Wholesale unregistered MIS products issued by non-ins�tu�onal ASFL holders do not get on 
approved product lists of financial advisors. They are therefore unable to recommend these 
products to their wholesale clients. There are many reasons for this such as PI insurer restric�ons, 
dealer group restric�ons, independent research restric�ons and the ability to get on investment 
pla�orms. These products don’t fit these requirements. Yet it is in this space where innova�on o�en 
occurs and in the case of property, where Australia is going someway to providing new housing 
stock. These offers overall have worked well and provided good financial outcomes for wholesale 
investors. Any changes to the wholesale investor criteria should carefully consider where the impact 
will be felt greatest. The financial advice community will o�en say that wholesale client segment of 
the market should be withdrawn and that all clients should be treated as retail. I do not agree with 
this proposi�on which pushes many clients into the limited and �ghtly controlled retail advice 
landscape. The conflicts of interest and vested interests in this area are o�en greater and the 
damage done to clients, as evidenced in the banking royal commission, cannot be ignored. It also 
restricts the ability of wholesale clients to have choice. Not all clients need or want financial advice 
and have access to other trusted professionals and self-direc�on to make their own decisions.  
 
Improving access to financial literacy is a way to beter protect all investors. Perhaps this could start 
in the school system.  
 
Thank you for considering my submission. I welcome any further ques�ons.  
 
Regards 
 


